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From the basics of typography to the design of a cooking book…




Typography (Greek: Typos = shape letters = writing)

….means the design and the relation between letters and 
free spaces on the pages.



Perception of messages

On posters, magazines, 
advertisements, TV 
commercials or websites we 
are permanently bombarded 
with information.  

We usually only notice the 
message - the content of 
the medium. 

Typography plays a 
important role in the 
perception of messages.



Typography and their effects

Typography                
can affect us.  

It can cause 
emotions and 
produce a desired 
impression.  

  

 



Typography and their effects

Typography can be playful, serious, childish or elegant. 

It appeals to different characters of readers.



Typography and their effects

The reader connects the different type fonts with specific 
properties which are transported to the content. 



Typography and their effects

Typography also affects different reader groups         
(ages, gender, lifestyles, interests.



Macro typography

Macro typography is the overall design and configuration 
of a printed page. For example: 


•page size 
•page layout  
•line length 
•line spacing  
•number of lines  
•division of the 
page and the text  
•relations of text to 
images and tables  
•font size and font 
style 



Macro typography
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Micro typography

• distances 
• spacings 
• tracking 
• small caps 
• ligaturen 
• signs  
• correct use of 

punctuation 

Micro typography is the form between the letters                                      
and signs as well as words and lines.                                
For example:  



Micro typography



Sans Serif or serif

Serif means a kind of squiggly and decorated letters. The 
following figure shows a direct comparison between a serif 
(left) and a sans serif font (right). 



Why serifs are useful

Important for rather long texts, their contents should not be 
influenced by too much styles of Types. It is important to 
the readability of the provided information.  

Serifs give the human eye support and orientation. Serif 
letters appear closer together, so that a kind of imaginary 
line is created by the human eye. The longer the text, the 
stronger the effect. 



Fonts

For the main text, the reader-friendly "Antiqua fonts": 
Their "beams" have a variation in thickness and at the ends of 
little feet, called the serifs. The most famous examples are 
"Times New Roman“ or „Garamond“. 



Fonts

More simple are the sans serif or sans serif fonts. They 
are easier to read, but offer a lower view guide for 
longer texts, so that they are the best for expressive 
headlines. 



Fonts

There are also a lot of decorated scripts called Display 
scripts. But they are difficult to read. 

  



Fonts

Matching fonts are sometimes difficult to find, so that less 
change is often better for the readability. 

  



Fonts

Scripture also orders informations. It’s a reader’s orientation 
through the text jungle. Different fonts are used for example for 
subheads and headlines, a bold uppercase letter denotes the beginning 
of the article and so on. 

Within an article, 
however, the same 
font should always 
be used.



Font size / spacing

Almost important is the font size. If it is too small, you can 
not see the most beautiful font. If it is too large, a narrow and 
thin font can even look massive. 

Font for longer reading 
should not be less than    
9 pt (point) and not 
greater than 14 pt.  

The optimum size for 
normal text is about 10 pt.



(Photo)graphic 

Photos carries informations, they are not only decorative 
elements. (Don’t forget to name the photographer and the pictured persons!) 



(Photo)graphic 

An image also can illustrate a subject or a text. 



(Photo)graphic 

A picture or illustration may be used as an eye-catcher.  



Illustrations, signs and colours can be used for orientation 
in-between different subjects or chapters.

(Photo)graphic 



Task 1

Analyzes typography of one double page used in the 
present magazin „flow“.  

How does this typography?  

Consider if the present 
typography has the desired 
effect on you!  

Describe why! 



Task 2

Choose your favorite pages of FLOW and try to copy 
the typography for your „story behind“! You also can match 
different ideas of the magazine or use it for inspirations. 
Check the 
possibilitiy of 
realization. Is the 
chosen typography 
optimal for your 
individual text and 
photo style!



Task 2

Planing macro typography

Compose your pages 
and scribble text and 
photo areas! 


(1hour)




Task 3

Planing micro typography 

Choose script, letters, 
space, distance… 


(1hour)




Task 4

Planing layout 

Transform your text in type fonts 
and submit the photos with open 
office at the computer. 


(3 hour)




Task 5

Check the correction 
of the text, the 
completeness and the 
right size of the photos 
(300dpi)!  


 (1 hour)


Prepare print version 



Task 6

Check the roles of 
typography and Exchange 
your ideas with a foreign 
partner/team!  


 (1 hour)


Decide print version 



Task 7

Save and export the 
document as PDF and 
prepare short sentences 
for your presentation in 
the plenary hall. 


 (0,5 hour)


Ready for presentation 



Good taste with good type!


